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Containing almost 600 entries, this impressive 2-volume
reference presents detailed and authoritative treatment
of the field of Italian literature, with attention both to the
work and influence of individual writers of all genres and
to movements, styles, and critical approaches.
In The Expanding Art of Comics: Ten Modern
Masterpieces, prominent scholar Thierry Groensteen
offers a distinct perspective on important evolutions in
comics since the 1960s through close readings of ten
seminal works. He covers over half a century of comics
production, sampling a single work from the sixties
(Ballad of the Salt Sea by Hugo Pratt), seventies (The
Airtight Garage of Jerry Cornelius by Moebius), eighties
(Watchmen by Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons), and
nineties (Epileptic by David B.). Then this remarkable
critic, scholar, and author of The System of Comics and
Comics and Narration delves into recent masterpieces,
such as Building Stories by Chris Ware. Each of these
books created an opening, achieved a breakthrough,
offered a new narrative model, or took up an emerging
tendency and perfected it. Groensteen recaptures the
impact with which these works, each in its own way,
broke with what had gone before. He regards comics as
an expanding art, not only because groundbreaking
works such as these are increasing in number, but also
because it is an art that has only gradually become
aware of its considerable potential and is unceasingly
opening up new expressive terrain.
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La Ballata del vecchio marinaio di Samuele Taylor
Coleridge, con introduzione e note di Roberto Ripari
La ballata del vecchio marinaio e altre poesie. Testo
inglese a fronte
James Joyce's Silences
Beppe Fenoglio and English Literature
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

Il capitano Lander, discendente di uno dei marinai
ammutinati del Bounty, si è lasciato alle spalle un
passato difficile e da tempo ha scelto di vivere sulla
terraferma in una baracca in riva al mare. Qui
costruisce modellini di navi gloriose e intreccia la sua
solitaria esistenza con quella di una giovane
ballerina di tango, aspirante suicida. Finché un
giorno non riceve la visita di Sampedro, un vecchio
amico con cui ha condiviso l’amore per una bella
infermiera dagli occhi verdi e la persecuzione da
parte del regime: alcuni fili del loro comune passato
stanno per riannodarsi e per i tre sono in arrivo
sconvolgenti rivelazioni… Con questo romanzo
ironico e originale, che combina la suspense di un
thriller con la riflessione politica sulle dittature
sudamericane, l’autore di La ballata di Johnny Sosa
torna alla sua essenza narrativa: l’amore, l’amicizia,
il silenzio, la solitudine, lo sradicamento pervadono
le vite dei protagonisti e le atmosfere di un libro
capace di raccontare gli eventi più drammatici e
dirompenti della Storia a partire da una serata
passata al bar Euskalduna, davanti a un boccale di
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birra.
In this landmark book, leading international scholars
from North America, Europe and the UK offer a
sustained critical attention to the concept of silence
in Joyce's writing. Examining Joyce's major works,
including Ulysses, Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man and Finnegans Wake, the critics present
intertextual and comparative interpretations of
Joyce's deployment of silence as a complex
overarching narratological strategy. Exploring the
many dimensions of what is revealed in the
absences that fill his writing, and the different roles –
aesthetic, rhetorical, textual and linguistic – that
silence plays in Joyce's texts, James Joyce's
Silences opens up important new avenues of
scholarship on the great modernist writer. This
volume is of particular interests to all academics and
students involved in Joyce and Irish studies,
modernism, comparative literature, poetics, cultural
studies and translation studies.
Poesie di viaggio
La ballata del vecchio marinaio e altre poesie. Testo
inglese a fronte. Ediz. integrale
Tango del vecchio marinaio
Ten Modern Masterpieces
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a twovolume reference book containing some 600 entries
on all aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes
analytical essays on authors and works, from the
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most important figures of Italian literature to little
known authors and works that are influential to the
field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by
substantial articles on critics, themes, genres,
schools, historical surveys, and other topics related
to the overall subject of Italian literary studies. The
Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of
contemporary interest, such as those relating to
journalism, film, media, children's literature, food and
vernacular literatures. Entries consist of an essay on
the topic and a bibliographic portion listing works for
further reading, and, in the case of entries on
individuals, a brief biographical paragraph and list of
works by the person. It will be useful to people
without specialized knowledge of Italian literature as
well as to scholars.
A collection of research on the European reception
of Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), the major
Romantic poet and author of The Ancient Mariner
one of the best known poems in British literature.
Echoing Voices in Italian Literature
Appropriations, Manipulations, and Rewritings in the
Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries
Investigating Gender, Translation and Culture in
Italian Studies
La ballata del vecchio marinaio
La ballata del vecchio marinaio. Testo inglese a
fronte
In 1948, the poet Eugenio Montale published his
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Quaderno di traduzioni and created an entirely new
Italian literary genre, the “translation notebook.” The
quaderni were the work of some of Italy’s foremost
poets, and their translation anthologies proved
fundamental for their aesthetic and cultural
development. Modern Italian Poets shows how the
new genre shaped the poetic practice of the poettranslators who worked within it, including Giorgio
Caproni, Giovanni Giudici, Edoardo Sanguineti, Franco
Buffoni, and Nobel Prize-winner Eugenio Montale,
displaying how the poet-translators used the quaderni
to hone their poetic techniques, experiment with new
poetic metres, and develop new theories of poetics. In
addition to detailed analyses of the work of these five
authors, the book covers the development of the
quaderno di traduzioni and its relationship to Western
theories of translation, such as those of Walter
Benjamin and Benedetto Croce. In an appendix,
Modern Italian Poets also provides the first complete
list of all translations and quaderni di traduzioni
published by more than 150 Italian poet-translators.
A practical and comprehensive reference work, the
Oxford Handbook provides the best single-volume
source of original scholarship on all aspects of
Coleridge's diverse writings. Thirty-seven chapters,
bringing together the wisdome of experts from across
the world, present an authoritative, in-depth, and upto-date assessment of a major author of British
Romanticism. The book is divided into sections on
Biography, Prose Works, Poetic Works, Sources and
Influences, and Reception. The Coleridge scholar
today has ready access to a range of materials
previously available only in library archives on both
sides of the Atlantic. The Bollingen edition, of the
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Collected Works of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, forty
years in production was completed in 2002. The
Coleridge Notebooks (1957-2002) were also produced
during this same period, five volumes of text with an
additional five companion volumes of notes. The
Clarendon Press of Oxford published the letters in six
volumes (1956-1971). To take full advantage of the
convenient access and new insight provided by these
volumes, the Oxford Handbook examines the entire
range and complexity of Coleridge's career. It
analyzes the many aspects of Coleridge's literary,
critical, philosophical, and theological pursuits, and it
furnishes both students and advanced scholars with
the proper tools for assimilating and illuminating
Coleridge's rich and varied accomplishments, as well
as offering an authoritative guide to the most up-todate thinking about his achievements.
colpa ed espiazione : il mare dell'anima
Modern Italian Poets
Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies
Metamorphosing Dante
Proceedings of the 16th International Congress for
Analytical Psychology
The stimulating program featured clinical, artistic, historical
and other interests and concerns of Jungian Psychology
today, with wide-ranging presentations and events. From the
Contents: Cultural Complexes in the Group and the Individual
Psyche by Thomas Singer, Sam Kimbles Descent and
Emergence Symbolized in Four Alchemical Paintings by
Dyane Sherwood An Archetypal Approach to Drugs and AIDS:
A Brazilian Perspective by Dartiu Xavier da Silveira Frida
Kahlo by Mathy Hemsari Cassab Images from ARAS: Healing
our Sense of Exile from Nature by Ami Ronnberg Trauma and
Individuation by Ursula Wirtz Human Being Human:
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Subjectivity and the Individuation of Culture by Christopher
Hauke Studies of Analytical Long-Term Therapy by Wolfram
Keller, Rainer Dilg & Seth Isaiah Rubin Analysis in the
Shadow of Terror by Henry Abramovitch Ethics in the IAAP –
A New Resource by Luigi Zoja, Liliana Wahba & Hester
Solomon Hope Abandoned and Recovered in the
Psychoanalytic Situation by Donald Kalsched In the Footsteps
of Eranos by P. Kugler, H. Kawai, D. Miller, G. Quispel & R.
Hinshaw The Self, the Symbolic and Synchronicity by George
Hogenson Memory and Emergence by John Dourley Bild,
Metapher & Symbol: An der Grenze der kommunizierbaren
Erfahrung by M. Krapp Broken Vessels – Living in two Worlds:
Some Aspects of Working with Clients with a Physical
Disability by Kathrin Asper & Elizabeth Martigny
After almost seven centuries, Dante endures and even seems
to haunt the present. Metamorphosing Dante explores what so
many authors, artists and thinkers from varied backgrounds
have found in Dante’s oeuvre, and the ways in which they
have engaged with it through rewritings, dialogues, and
transpositions. By establishing trans-disciplinary routes, the
volume shows that, along with a corpus of multiple linguistic
and narrative structures, characters, and stories, Dante has
provided a field of tensions in which to mirror and investigate
one’s own time. Authors explored include Samuel Beckett,
Walter Benjamin, André Gide, Derek Jarman, LeRoi
Jones/Amiri Baraka, James Joyce, Wolfgang Koeppen,
Jacques Lacan, Thomas Mann, James Merrill, Eugenio
Montale, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Cesare Pavese, Giorgio
Pressburger, Robert Rauschenberg, Vittorio Sereni, Virginia
Woolf.
A Study of the Writer as Translator
La Ballata Del Vecchio Marinaio ... Con Introduzione E Note
Di R. Ripari. Eng. & Ital
Due ballate e una visione: La ballata del vecchio marinaio-Il
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corvo- La ballata di Reading Gaol. Testi originali a fronte
Barcelona 2004 - Edges of Experience: Memory and
Emergence
Primo Levi, Translation and the Transmission of Holocaust
Testimony

One of twentieth-century Italy's
greatest thinkers, Primo Levi
(1919-1987) started reflecting on the
Holocaust almost immediately after his
return home from the year he survived
in Auschwitz. Levi's powerful Holocaust
testimonials reveal his preoccupation
with processes of translation, in the
form of both embedded and book-length
renderings of texts relevant to
Holocaust survival. In Arduous Tasks,
Lina N. Insana demonstrates how
translation functions as a metaphor for
the transmission of Holocaust testimony
and broadens the parameters of survivor
testimony. The first book to study Levi
and translation, Arduous Tasks
overcomes the conventional views of the
separation between his own personal
memoirs and his translations by
stressing the centrality of translation
in Levi's entire corpus. Examining not
only the testimonial nature of his
work, Insana also discusses the
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transgressive and performative aspects
of transmission in his writings.
Arduous Tasks is a superb and
innovative study on the importance of
translation not only to Levi, but also
to Holocaust studies in general.
Cura e traduzione di Tommaso Pisanti
Edizioni integrali con testo inglese a
fronte Se le Lyrical Ballads sono
considerate il manifesto del
romanticismo inglese, La ballata del
vecchio marinaio, con cui esse si
aprono, ne è la tessera più emblematica
e celebre. Riscritta e ritoccata più
volte, a seguito dei continui
approfondimenti critici della vocazione
poetica di Coleridge, questa romantica
storia di colpa (la gratuita uccisione
di un uccello di mare da parte del
«vecchio marinaio») e di faticosa
rigenerazione diventa allusiva di una
condizione umana di misteriosità e
indecifrabilità, di un rapporto sempre
sfuggente tra il singolo e il cosmo. La
poesia di Coleridge, e lo dimostrano
anche gli altri poemetti raccolti in
questo volume, Christabel, Kubla Khan e
Amore, si impone oggi, al di là di ogni
esercizio romantico, come evocazione
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onirica, discesa negli abissi
dell’animo e dell’inconscio, sostenuta
dalla lucida consapevolezza dei
procedimenti stilistici. «Come una
nave, dopo aver oltrepassato la linea
dell’Equatore, fu sospinta dalle
tempeste nella Regione del freddo verso
il Polo Sud; e come da lì fece rotta
verso le latitudini tropicali del
Grande Oceano Pacifico, e delle
straordinarie cose che accaddero; e in
qual modo il vecchio marinaio fece
infine ritorno alla propria terra.»
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834)
studiò a Cambridge, senza tuttavia
conseguire la laurea. Irrequieto ed
errabondo, precoce poeta, fu coautore,
con William Wordsworth, delle Lyrical
Ballads (1798), considerate il
“manifesto” del romanticismo inglese.
Fu in Germania, a Malta e in Italia, e
nel 1816 si trasferì a Londra, dove
svolse attività di critico e
conferenziere. Le sue celebri
conferenze su Shakespeare, Milton e
Dante sono state pubblicate postume.
The Oxford Handbook of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge
La ballata del vecchio marinaio. Colpa
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e espiazione: il mare dell'anima
Arduous Tasks
Tradition and Translation in the 20th
Century
Poesie e racconti marinari. Ouverture
«La ballata del vecchio marinaio» di
Samuel T. Coleridge
This collection of essays explores the reception of classics
and translation from modern languages as two different, yet
synergic, ways of engaging with literary canons and
established traditions in 20th-century Italy. These two areas
complement each other and equally contribute to shape
several kinds of identities: authorial, literary, national and
cultural. Foregrounding the transnational aspects of key
concepts such as poetics, literary voice, canon and tradition,
the book is intended for scholars and students of Italian
literature and culture, classical reception and translation
studies. With its two shifting focuses, on forms of classical
tradition and forms of literary translation, the volume brings
to the fore new configurations of 20th-century literature,
culture and thought.
The past few years have witnessed a growing academic
interest in Italian Studies and an increasing number of
symposia and scholarly activities. This volume originates
from the Society for Italian Studies Postgraduate Colloquia
that took place at the University of Leicester and Cambridge
in June 2004 and April 2005 respectively. It gathers together
articles by young researchers working on various aspects of
Italian Studies. It well illustrates current trends in both
typical areas of research, like literature and 'high culture',
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and in those which have gained momentum in recent years,
like translation and language studies. The volume offers a
taste of the dynamic outlook of current research in Italian
Studies: the interdisciplinary approach of the essays in
translation and gender studies, and the innovative
methodological perspectives and findings offered by the new
fields of Italian L2 and ethnography. The book is divided
into three sections, each grouping contributions by broad
subject areas: literature and culture, translation and gender
studies, language and linguistics. Cross-fertilizations and
interdisciplinary research emerge from several essays and
the coherent ensemble constitutes an example of the farreaching results achieved by current research.
The Expanding Art of Comics
The rime of the ancient mariner-La ballata del vecchio
marinaio
The Reception of S. T. Coleridge in Europe
La Ballata Del Vecchio Marinaio
Oltre il reale
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